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Abstract
The present paper investigates the acquisition of affricates by greek
children and discusses the greek data in comparison with the corresponding
analysis of Lleo and Prinz (1997) on german and spanish data, The greek
data provide evidence against their proposal, that the language-specific
directionality of syllable structure assignment is the crucial f actor for the
choice of realisedfeature-value by the child, as in the german and spanish
data On the contrary. we argue that the f eature values of affricates are
unordered and their selection is driven by the tendency of children to
producefi rst the unmarked structures,
1. Introd uct ion
The phonological structure of affrica tes has long been a matter of dispute. In
Trubetzkoy ( 1958:50f) the sound [ts] in Russian has been ana lysed as one
single phonological segment, whereas the equivalent sound in Finnish has
been assigned to two phonologica l units. Phonetically, affricates have to be
represented as complex segments, composed of the ordered sequence of [-
continuant] and [s-continuant]. This much is agreed upon all theories (Sagey
1986; Lombardi 1990:377; Rubach 1994:22 1). Within structural phonology
the focal issue was whether affricates should be monophonemic or
biphonemic. Trubetzkoy (I958:50f) proposed a series of rules or conditions
to determine whe ther a phonetically complex segment should be considered
as one or two phonemes; on this basis he argued that in German. at leas t,
[pf] and [15] have to be ana lysed as single phonemes on phonotactic grounds
(Fig. la). On the other hand , Greenberg (1978:247) trea ts affricates as
indistinguishable from consonant clusters , Le, «as a cluster of
stop vfricative» (Fig, Ib).
Fig. 1 a)
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2, On Affricates
Within the non-linear phonology, the conceptual and notational mechanisms
available have given rise to a defini tion of the mono- vs, biphonema ticiry
issue in a more precise wa), . Accord ingly, in defining the affri cate all
current theories make use of the differen tiation between a skeleta l and a
melodic tier. This distinction (introduced by elements & Keyser, 1983)
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refers to two layer s or tiers of phonological representat ion : the segments
(melodi c tier) and the positions that segments occupy in phonological
structures (skeletal tier or skeleton) . The melodic tier is generally
represented by means of phonological features and the skeleton by a
sequence of abstract positions. eithe r Cs and Vs or j ust X-slots. Theories
couched in this non-linear phonological representa tion in general claim that
on the skeletal tier the affricate has one single node (represen ted by er'
Disagreement abounds concerning the melod ic tier.
Three hyp otheses have been proposed abo ut the status of affricates: Sagey
( 1986) argues for contour segments at the melodic tier , which possess
ordered articulations composed of a sequence of the features [ccont] and
[+cont] (Fig. 2) and thus are distinguished from complex segments whose
articulations arc unordercd" This has been characterized as the Ordered
Component Hypothesis.
Fig. 2 Ordered Component Hypothesis
/ ts /
C
A
[-cont] [+cont]
Lombardi (1990) postulates two unordered features, [stop ] and [cont.],
represented at two different tier s (Fig. 3); this is chara cteri zable as the
Unordered Component Hypothesis. A crucial difference between these two
proposals lies in the values of the features adopte d: whereas Sagey's featur e
[cont] is binary, Lombardi's features [stop] and [cant] arc single-valued. i.e .
the features are either present or absent.
Fig. 3 Unordered Component Hypothes is
/ ts /
[cant]
I
C
I
[stop]
I In an autosegmemal framework, Clemems and Keyscr ( 1983) represent the affricate
as t'NO segments linked to a single skeletal position. As pointed out by McCarthy and
Prince (1990) this cannot be correct, since affricates behave as single units
melodically. If affricates were only joined at the skeleton, it would be impossible to
have underlying affricates in a language where melody and skeleton are not linked in
underlying representation, e.g. in Yucatec and Arabic.
2 Phonological ordering is made to follow from the presence of incompatible features
in a segment. [fthe segment bears the features [+f] and [-f] these two features will
havs..!0 be ordered and we will have a contour segment. The complex segments such
as [kp] have two places of articulation that have no underlying ordering,
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Rubach (1994) in an analysis of Polish affricates, supports the lUla!)' nature
of the affricate and completely abandons its contour character. He represents
it by a single manner feature node, [-COOl]' and adds the single-valued
feature [strident] (Fig. 4). This analysis of affricates as strident stops goes
back to Jakobson, Fant and HaJle (195 1)J.
Fig. 4 Strident Stop Hypothesis
/ ts /
[ccont ]
I
C
I
[srrid]
In general, the arguments given in favor of providing affricates with one
skeletal node have been of a synchronic structural nature. It is argued that a
particular affricate behaves at some level as one single segment and at
another level as two segments. This supports the conclusion that at least at
the skeletal level the affricate has one single node, and such a conclusion is
warranted on synchronic srtuctural grounds. Other types of evidence in
favor of the unary nature of the affricate on the skeletal tier can be found in
the realm of phonological acquisition.
3. The acquisition of Affricates
This paper contributes this kind of evidence , i.e. acquisit ional evidence, to
the analysis of affricate s. It discusses data on the acquisition of affricates by
greek children and compares it with the corresponding analysis of Lien and
Prinz (1997) on gennan and spanish data. Acquisitional data offer external
evidence, which along with other sort of evidence , such as synchronic and
diachronic , supplies some insights to phonological theory. In this particular
case, the acquisition greek data of affricates should contribute to validate
one type of representation over the others, namely, external evidence will be
provided in favor of analyzing affricates by means of one single node at the
skeleton, and by means of the Unordered Compone nt Hypothesis, along the
lines of Lombardi (1990).
The affr icates are rare in words of greek origin, and only [ts] and [dz] are
attested. The linguists of Modem Greek are divided as to whether these
sequences should be analysed as a single under lying phoneme or as the
phonetic realisation of under lying clusters . Thus Newton (1961) and Setatos
(1974) consider affricates as clusters . On the other hand Hamp (1961) ,
Householder (1964), Malikouti (1970), Pagoni (1993) and Kappa (1995)
J Jakobson, Fant and Halle(1951)proposed that affricates are basically stops with
the additional feature [+stridem].
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consider affricates to be single phonemes. Housholder discusses this
problem in some detail and finds that their distribution puts them together
with the simple consonants.
A non-controversial assumptio n, essential to the COntent of this paper, is
that the acquisition of syllable structure progresses from the least complex
syllable structure to more complex syllables (Kappa. 1997). This entails that
the child begins with the simplest syllable structure and on the basis of
positive evidence she/he is able to set the syllahic parameters/constraints
according to the values they have in the target language. Followi ng all
current hypotheses, the core syllable structure is CV. followed by CVC.
Tha t is. after the stage at which no branching of the syllabic constituents is
available. the sett ing of the rhyme parameter entails the branching of the
rhyme consti tuent (VC). Thereafter the branching of the onset and the
further branching of the rhyme take place, yi elding CCVC and CCVCC, if
the target language allows branching onsets and branching codas. 1 assume.
as is curren t pracice in metrical phonology, that C and V are abstracts units
on a skeletal tier. not symbols for consonants and vowels. The same
assumption can be applied to acquisition.
The progression of syllable structure acquisition assumed here predicts
that, if affricates are to be underlyingly represented with a single C position
on the skeletal tier, their acquisition should differ from that of clusters, since
these have to be represented with two C slots on the skeleton: Affricates
should be acquired before consonant clusters in onset, since they require a
single C node, whereas clusters require two. That is, under the hypothesis of
a single skeletal position, affricates should behave like simple consonants in
acquis ition and should thus be acquired beforer clusters.
Conversely. if affricates are represented as complex segments at the
melodic tier, 'with two feature nodes. [-cant] and [+cont), their acquisition
should bear some similarity to that of clusters. Before being correctly
produced, early target consonant clusters are reduced to one single segment
(cf. Kappa 1997). It has been proposed (L1e6 and Prinz, 1996) that the
choice of segment to be produced is guided by directionaliry of syllable
structure assignment. That is, left-to-right syllabification leads 10 the
selection of the first member of the cluster, whereas right-to-left
syllabification tends to lead to the choice of the second member. Evidence is
provided that German children syllabify from left to right and Spanish
children from right to left. and that these different directions have their
origin in the respective target languages. German exhibiting rightwards
syllabification and Spanish leftwards syllabification. Affricates undergo
reduction, too: There is a stage at .... hich children produce only one of the
two melodic components of the affricate. the [-cont] or the [+cont}. If we
assume that the t\VO melodic components of the affricate are underlyi ngly
ordered. as in Sagey's Ordered Component Hypothesis (2), the parallelism
of affricates and clusters gives suppon to a third hypothesis: Directionality
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should also affect the reduction of affricates, left-to-right syllabification
predicting the selection of [-contJ and right-to-left syllabification predicting
the selection of [s-cent]. Accordingly, German childre n should tend to select
the [-cant ] member of the affricate and Spanish children the [+cont] member
(Lleo and Prinz, 1997). But this is not the case in the acquisition of
affricates in Modem Greek (MG).
In MG the direct ionality of syllable struc ture assignment is leftwards, i.e.
from right-t o-left (Drachman, 1990; Kappa. J995) . This means that the
greek children should select for realisation the second member of the
affricate , as the spanish children do , e.g. the adult word [etsi ] ' so' should be
realized as [esi]. But this is not the case. The target word [etsi] is realized as
[eti] or [eci], Le, only the [-cant] member of the affricate is phonetically
realized. The same happens 'With the clusters production in MG. In the first
stage of the ir acqu isit ion, only the stops are realized (Kappa. I997) and the
[+cont] phone mes (fricatives) are realized much later in the acquisition. The
directionality of syllab ification can not explain the reduction results in MG
(concerning the first stage) One explanation for the reduction of the
affricates in the early stage is the sonority Hierarchy Hypothesis (as in
Kiparski, 1979), by which the less sonoro us segment should be preferred
over the more sonorous one in onset position. Assuming this to be a
universal principle, it predicts that in an onset cluster e.g. [stop+liquid] the
stop, as less sonorous, should be preferred over the liquid and in the case of
an affricate, it is expected to be chosen the least sonorant member. This is
also the case for our child language data in MG. This explanation can not
provide evidence in favor of Sagey's approach, because in the second stage
of acquisition, only the [+cont] member of the affricate is realized . In this
stage the affricate is reduced in favor of the [+cont] feature e.g, the adult
word: [kaltsaki ] ' sock' is produced as [kasaki]. It seems that there is no
ordering in the underlying feature component.
We would like to do the following assumption: During the early stages of
language acqu isition the realisation of an Affricate is a [-continuant]
segment Stage A), yield ing output forms that are unmarked, but they do not
correspond to target forms. In a later stage of acquisi tion (stage B) the
Affricate is realised as a [+continuant] segment (more marked output), still
not corresponding to the target form (see Data in 5) and only in the last stage .
it is realised as a segment whose articulation involves a complete oral
closure followed by a comparatively slow release with perceptible friction
no ise, corresponding to the segment of the target form.
5) Data.
CI-llLD I:
Stage A. (age:2;0 - 2;6)
Target word Child's output Gloss
[etsi] [eti] ' so'
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[panaj itsaJ
[tsada]
[etsi]
[kaltsaci]
[tsada ]
[etsi]
[paputsi]
[katso]
[ita)
[dada )
[eci]
[kakaci]
[teda]
Ueci ]
[papuci]
[kato)
' Virgin Mar)" .dim.
'bag'
-so'
'sock' , D1~. Sg.
' bag '
'so'
' shoe'
' (I wi ll) sit down'
CHILD I: [etsilo rei]
Stage B, (age: 2;9 - 3;0)
' so'
[kaltsesj p
[ka ltsaci)[)
[agalitsajg
[k.i l itsa]~l iaJ
[kaes]
[kasaci]
(alia]
' socks '
'sock', 01:\1. 5g.
'cuddling' , DI M.
' rummy/belly', Dimin.
CHILD 3: [e(siJ[] le~iJ 'so'
[b ltses)(] [ka.;:e.;:] 'soc ks'
[katso[plkaso] '( I wi ll) sit down'
Thi s study argues that Optimality Theory (henceforth Or ) as developed by
Prince & Smolensky ( 1993), ~1cCarth>· & Prince (l 995) provides a uni fied
mode l for chi ld and adult phonology and the relation bet,"..een the two. In
or an adult phonology consists of a set of ranked constra ints . The ranking
but not the constra ints differs between languages. The constraints are
universa l and thus innate. I cla im that these innate constra ints used in the
adult language are operat ive in child phonology and that they are adequate
to account for child phonology data as well.
In Optimality Theory the assumpti on is that children and adu lts share the
same ranked , violable phonological constraints, but ofte n do not share
constraints rankings. That is. certain constraints may be more power ful in
chi ld pho nology than in adult phonology. It has been argued (ef.
Gnanadesikan 1996. Demuth 1995 a.o) that children begin w-ith all
markedne ss constraints outranking (i.e. given prio rity) all faithfulness
constra ints. Th is follows from the fact that markedness in child phonologies
is generally easily detecta ble; only (re latively ) unmarked elements and
structures occur. Fai thful ness constraints -that means attempts to be as true
to the perceived form as possible- are typical ly unable to force more marked
elements or structures to occur because they have such a low priority.
Therefore. unmarked features and struc tures pred ominate. However, there
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may be individual differences wi th respect to how relatively marked
particu lar elements or structures are with respect to each other.
In the first stage od acquisition of MO the children prefer the core syllable
template; they prefer less marked onsets than the complex ones. I assume
that the children's inputs are in general segmental ly accura te, i.e. they
contain the phonemes of the adult spoken forms. Since in OT the constraints
are on the outputs, the inputs are free to contain all the segments the
children hear. In limiting output onset to one segment children ' s grammar
displays less markedness that the target language. The unmarked structure
onsets is the result of ranking the markedness constraint · COMPLEX
(which forbids onset-clusters and complex segments) in a highly ranked
position, above faithfulness constraints in the sense of OT I or the MAX
l -?O of the Correspondence theory (Mcflarthy & Prince 1995), where the
segments of input and output are related by a mapping from onc to the other.
Where the mapp ing does no! describe identity between input and output,
violations occur .
In the adult speech happens the contrary . The constraint · COr-..1PLEX is
dominated and MG ranks the FAITH constraints above · COMPLEX (Kappa
1997), so the children would not postulate the highly ranked constraint
· COf>.iPLEX as a property of their target language. · CO"'WLEX is active in
their phono logy because the faithfulness constraints have not been promoted
enough to obscure it (cf. Gnanadesikan 1996, for English).
I assume also that in the first stage of acquisi tion the children' s phonology
show no contrast for the feature [continuant]. The affricates are realized as
[-cont ] segments, because the j-cont] value is universally the unmar ked one,
the default value, As the acquisition proceeds and the fricat ives are acquired
by the children., the second member of the affricates can be produced. thus
the more marked [+cont] feature value can be realized . But still the
constraint · COMPLEX is powerful! in the children's phonology and the
affricate has to be realized as a single segmet with only one feature value, as
in the second stage. The transition from the first to the second stage provides
evidence that the development proceeds from the unmarked to the marked
productions and that in the initial stage of acquisition, the outputs are
unmarked or least marked.
4, Co nclusion
The child language data and the analysis presented above provide evidence
in favor of Lombardis l'nordered Component Hypothesis in (3) over
Sagey's Hypothesis in (2) or Rubach 's Hypothesis in (4). Sagey's
hypothesis is rejected. because the leftwards directionality in MO can not
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ex plaint the reduction of the [+contJ member of affri cate in favor of the [-
cont] member in the firs t stage of acquisition'.
I argue tha t the selection of the feature value is driven by the tend ency of
the chi ldren to select for reali sation the unmarked strucrures and when the
acquisitio n proceeds, they approximate step by step the adult grammar
allowing more and more marked outpu t forms.
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